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The energy level structure as well as the exciton recombination and spin dynamics are studied in a dense
ensemble of (In,Al,Ga)As/(Al,Ga)As quantum dots (QDs). The band alignment in the QDs is shown to have
type-I, indirect character with the lowest electron state at the X valleys of the conduction band and the top
hole state in the � point of the valence band, so that indirect excitons are formed in the QDs. Time-resolved
photoluminescence and magnetic-field-induced circular polarization allow us to distinguish electron states
belonging to the QDs and the wetting layer. Suppression of the exciton migration within the QD ensemble
and along the wetting layer in the magnetic field is found. A pronounced effect of applied microwave radiation
on the recombination and spin polarization of the indirect excitons is observed in longitudinal magnetic fields.
Optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) is detected in both the intensity and the circular polarization
degree of the QD emission. The ODMR resonance corresponds to the g factor of 1.97, associated with X -valley
electrons. The spin relaxation time of the X -valley electrons is measured to be 600 ± 25 ns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Structures with quantum dots (QDs) have been intensely
studied for decades by now due to their potential for the
fabrication of novel devices [1,2]. Among the large variety of
QDs, those with indirect band gap have many advantages for
spintronics devices. They demonstrate intense luminescence
up to room temperature, provided by the strong localization
of electrons and holes confined in the QDs by barriers with
a large band gap [3]. The momentum separation of elec-
trons and holes allows one to increase the exciton lifetime in
such QDs up to hundreds of microseconds in heterostructures
of type I [4], and an additional increase of the lifetime is
achieved by spatial separation of the charge carriers in in-
direct band-gap heterostructures of type II [5]. These long
exciton lifetimes make the latter structures highly interesting
for studying the exciton spin dynamics and, in particular, seek-
ing for long electron spin relaxation times which, according
to theoretical estimations, may reach milliseconds [6]. The
weak exchange interaction for the electron in the X valley
of the conduction band with the � hole [7] results in a very
small fine structure splitting of the excitons that make such
QDs a prospective source of entangled photon pairs [8]. Also,
the weak electron-nuclei interaction in the X valley makes
the electrons robust against spin decoherence [9]. These fea-
tures of the exchange and hyperfine interactions provide a
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specific mechanism of spin polarization: dynamic electron
spin polarization can take place in indirect band gap QDs for
unpolarized optical excitation in weak magnetic fields of the
order of a few millitesla [10].

Optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) is a pow-
erful technique that has been successfully applied to study the
spin levels and spin dynamics of bulk semiconductors and
their low-dimensional structures [11–13]. In this technique
the spin states of charge carriers or exciton complexes are
addressed by microwave radiation in which photon energy is
resonant with their Zeeman splitting. The induced changes
are detected optically via the emission intensity and/or the
polarization degree of the emission in the vicinity of the band
gap. Spectral selectivity allows one to distinguish the various
origins of ODMR signals [14,15]. A limitation of the ODMR
technique is that the optical recombination rate should be
comparable to or less than the microwave-induced transition
rate between the exchange and/or magnetic-field-split spin
sublevels. The exciton recombination in direct band gap semi-
conductors lasting at most up to a few nanoseconds occurs
typically too fast to allow for ODMR detection. ODMR was
observed, however, for negatively charged excitons (trions) in
CdTe/(Cd,Mg)Te quantum wells where the long-living res-
ident electrons interact with the microwave radiation [16].
Recently we demonstrated that the momentum separation of
electrons and holes in heterostructures with an indirect band
gap and a type-I band alignment, such as (In,Al)As/AlAs
QDs, results in an increase of the exciton lifetime up to hun-
dreds of microseconds [4,17,18], which allowed us to observe
ODMR associated with long-living photoexcited electrons in
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the X valley of the QDs [19]. The (In,Al)As/AlAs structures
that were investigated in this study contained uncoupled QDs
with strong exciton localization. In dense ensembles QDs can
be coupled electronically, which results in spectral diffusion.
Charge carrier redistribution among QDs can be assisted by
microwave radiation, which has been scarcely studied so far
for the indirect QDs.

In this paper we report on experimental studies of the
exciton recombination and spin dynamics, as well as the
effect of microwave radiation with 60 GHz frequency on
the polarized exciton emission in a dense ensemble of
(In,Al,Ga)As/(Al,Ga)As quantum dots. We demonstrate that:
(i) The band alignment in these QDs is indirect of type I
with the lowest electron states at the X minima of the con-
duction band and the top hole state at the � point of the
valence band. (ii) Despite partly spectrally overlapping, the
exciton emission from the QDs and the wetting layer can
be distinguished by measuring their recombination dynam-
ics, magnetic-field-induced circular polarization degree, and
microwave-induced changes of the emission intensity and
polarization. (iii) The charge carrier redistribution within the
QD ensemble and wetting layer is decreased in strong mag-
netic fields. (iv) The g factor of 1.97 measured in ODMR
has to be attributed to photoexcited electrons in the X
valley.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The studied self-assembled In0.4(Al0.75Ga0.25)0.6As QDs,
embedded in an Al0.75Ga0.25As matrix, were grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy on a semi-insulating (001)-oriented
GaAs substrate. The structure contains one layer of
(In,Al,Ga)As QDs sandwiched between 50-nm-thick
Al0.75Ga0.25As barriers, grown on top of a 250-nm-thick
GaAs buffer layer. The top barrier was protected against
oxidation with a 5-nm-thick GaAs cap layer. The QDs
were formed at a temperature of 520 ◦C. The nominal
amount of In0.4(Al0.75Ga0.25)0.6As deposited in the QD layer
corresponds to about 9 monolayers (ML). The thickness of
the wetting layer (WL) formed before the Stranski-Krastanov
two-dimensional (2D) to three-dimensional (3D) transition,
estimated by the reflection of high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) signal, is about 7 MLs. Therefore, the (In,Al,Ga)As
QDs were formed on top of a relatively thick quantum well
(compared to the typical corresponding values for InAs/GaAs
QDs structures [20]). The density of the lens-shaped QDs
is about (2–3) × 1011 cm−2. The average dot diameter
obtained by atomic force microscopy of uncapped dots is
20–25 nm [21]. The QD vertical size was estimated as 4–6
nm on the base of the RHEED picture change from 3D back
to 2D during the QD overgrowth.

Let us take a closer look at the atomic and energy structures
of the (In,Al,Ga)As/(Al,Ga)As heterostructure containing
quantum dots and a wetting layer. The QDs formation takes
place in Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. One can select
the following stages during this process: (i) Layer-by-layer
growth of a two-dimensional layer. This layer is strained due
to a misfit of lattice parameters between the layer and the sub-
strate materials. The associated strain energy increases rapidly
with the increase of the wetting layer thickness. (ii) When the

critical thickness is reached the growth surface is rearranged
to relieve the strain, which results in the QDs formation. (iii)
The formed in such a way QDs (and wetting layer in the
space between QDs) are covered with a matrix material during
the overgrowth process. In our case, there are features in these
QDs formation stages. In the first stage, the thickness of the
wetting layer before it reaches the critical thickness is suffi-
ciently high, and an inhomogeneous (in thickness) distribution
of indium atoms takes place in this layer. The redistribution of
the indium atoms occurs across the wetting layer as a result
of the segregation process [22,23]. Thus, the upper part of the
wetting layer with the critical thickness (in our case it is 7
MLs) is enriched with indium. In the second stage, the QDs
are formed mainly from the material located on the surface of
the wetting layer with critical thickness. Therefore, these QDs
are enriched with indium, while the wetting layer under (and
between) the QDs is depleted with indium. In the third stage,
the formed QDs and the wetting layer in the space between
the QDs are covered with a matrix material. The indium seg-
regation also occurs during the overgrowth process. However,
the faces of QDs are formed as planes with minimum surface
energy [4]. These faces are very stable against segregation
during the overgrowth, therefore, a sharp heterointerface is
formed above the QD as shown in Ref. [4]. On the other hand,
the overgrowth of the wetting layer in the space between QDs
is accompanied by indium segregation. Since matrix material
does not contain indium, the segregation here is even stronger
than that at the initial growth stage before the QDs formation.
The wetting layer around the QDs is additionally depleted in
indium after overgrowth. Thus, the QDs lie on the wetting
layer that has a band gap greater than that of QDs, and around
the QDs inside the wetting layer there are small additional
barriers.

Photoluminescence (PL) was excited by a semiconduc-
tor laser with a wavelength of 404 nm (photon energy of
3.07 eV). The excitation power density (Pex) was varied from
10−6 up to 1 W/cm2. The laser excitation spot on the sam-
ple has a diameter of 0.5 mm. In order to avoid optical
orientation of carrier spins, we use linearly polarized laser
light that excites photocarriers nonresonantly with large ex-
cess energy. The PL emission was dispersed by a 0.5-m
monochromator, equipped with 300 groves/mm diffraction
grating. Typical spectral resolution was better than 2 meV.
For the steady state measurements the PL was detected by
a liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled-device (CCD) cam-
era. For time-resolved measurements the photoluminescence
was excited by a pulsed laser with a wavelength of 405 nm
(3.07 eV) with a pulse duration of 50 ps. The detection was
done by an avalanche silicon photodiode with a resolution in
the time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) mode of
about 40 ps.

The PL spectra in external magnetic field were measured
in different circular polarizations, from which the degree
of circular polarization (DCP), defined as Pc(B) = (I+ −
I−)/(I+ + I−), was determined. Here I+ and I− are the
intensities of the σ+ and σ− polarized PL components, re-
spectively. The angle θ between the magnetic field direction
and the QD growth axis (z axis) was 0◦, corresponding to the
Faraday geometry. To determine the sign of Pc, we performed
a control measurement on a diluted magnetic semiconductor
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structure containing (Zn,Mn)Se/(Zn,Be)Se quantum wells for
which Pc > 0 in Faraday geometry [24].

For the ODMR experiments we used an all-solid state
ultrastable microwave (MW) source operated in the range
59.25 to 60.75 GHz with a maximum power of 150 mW.
The output MW power PMW could be reduced by a variable
attenuator down to 0.02 mW. The sample has in the plane
dimensions 0.6 mm (width) and 4 mm (height). Thickness
of the sample was 0.3 mm being mainly contributed by the
substrate thickness. The sample was mounted in a cylindrical
microwave cavity with the main mode TE011 along its main
axis, and placed in the maximum of the H component of
the electromagnetic field. Optical excitation of the sample
and detection of its photoluminescence was achieved via four
orthogonal apertures in the cavity walls. The cavity quality
(Q factor) was varied in the range of 500–2500 in a regime
of above-critical coupling. The cavity with the sample was
placed in a split-coil magnet cryostat and exposed to a longi-
tudinal magnetic field (Faraday geometry) up to B = 6 T. For
low temperature measurements it was immersed in pumped
liquid helium (T = 1.9 K).

The MW power was modulated synchronously with the
CCD readout sequences by a p-i-n diode modulator with a
dumping level of 50 dB. A scheme of the ODMR setup is
given in Ref. [25]. The magnetic field dependencies of the
MW-induced signals, i.e., the ODMR signals, are recorded by
scanning the magnetic field. Measurements of PL in ODMR
experiments have been provided at the same setup described
above.

The MW induced PL dynamics measurements were done
under steady state optical excitation and pulsed MW mod-
ulation. The PL kinetics was detected by an avalanche
photodiode in multistop TCSPC mode synchronously with
modulation of the MW power by a train of rectangular pulses
with a duration of 10 μs and on-off transition time of less
than 5 ns. The MW power dumping level (MW off) exceeds
50 dB. The start of the TCSPC system was synchronized with
the “on-off” transition of the MW pulse with a jitter of less
than 1 ns.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Energy level structure of QDs

In the studied structure the barrier material Al0.75Ga0.25As
has an indirect band gap [26], i.e., the bottom of the con-
duction band is at the X point and the top of the valence
band at the � point. The In0.4(Al0.75Ga0.25)0.6As material
composing the QDs has the band gap close to the direct-
to-indirect (�-X) transition for bulk material, i.e., without
accounting for the quantum confinement effects or strong
strain in the pseudomorphic QDs. Thus, it is not a priori
clear whether the wetting layer and the QDs formed in the
In0.4(Al0.75Ga0.25)0.6As/Al0.75Ga0.25As heterostructure have
a direct or an indirect band gap and whether they show of
type-I or type-II band alignment [27]. These possibilities are
shown schematically in Fig. 1.

An experimental method for identifying the type of band
alignment in low-dimensional heterostructures was proposed
recently in Ref. [23]. It was shown that in a one monolayer

FIG. 1. Schematic energy structures that can be considered for
the studied heterostructure: (a) Direct band gap with band alignment
of type I, (b) indirect band gap with band alignment of type I, and
(c) indirect band gap with band alignment of type II. Red arrows
mark the different optical transitions related to the decay of the
ground state exciton.

thick quantum well (QW) structure the PL maximum energy
Emax, measured as a function of the excitation power density
Pex, is generally described by the following expression:

Emax(Pex) − Emax(P0) = a ln
(Pex

P0

)
+ b

(Pex

P0

)1/3

. (1)

Here a = Ue + Uh, where Ue and Uh are the parameters of the
Urbach energy tails for electrons and holes, respectively, P0

is the minimum value of the used excitation power density,
and b is a variable parameter. The logarithmic term describes
the occupation of the electron states in QWs of both type-
I and type-II band alignment. The second term takes into
account the band bending, which appears with increasing
concentration of electrons and holes in the type-II QWs due
to their spatial separation, but is absent in type-I QWs where
b ≡ 0. Note that in the dense ensemble of QDs (with dot
density exceeding 1011 cm−2) carrier redistribution between
the dots may occur, as we have shown for (In,Al)As/AlAs
QDs [28,29]. Therefore, when we use Eq. (1) to determine the
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FIG. 2. (a) PL spectra of the studied QDs for various excitation
power densities varied from 10−6 up to 6 × 10−2 W/cm2. T = 1.9 K.
(b) Normalized PL spectra measured at Pex from left to right: 3 ×
10−6, 6 × 10−5, 1 × 10−4, 3 × 10−4, and 6 × 10−2 W/cm2.

type of QDs the parameter a describes the occupation of the
density of states (DOS) in an ensemble of coupled quantum
dots.

PL spectra of the studied QDs measured at the low temper-
ature of T = 1.9 K at different excitation densities are shown
in Fig. 2(a). Two lines can be identified in the broad PL band.
The first line centered at lower energy of Emax = 1.82 eV
(GS line) dominates at low excitation densities. Its full width
at half maximum (FWHM) is 65 meV at Pex = 3 × 10−6

W/cm2. With growing Pex the intensity of the GS line tends
to saturate, while a second line (ES) whose intensity increases
fast with excitation power emerges on the high energy flank.
Finally, the ES line dominates at high excitation densities, so
that the GS transition can be recognized only as asymmetry of
the emission band towards lower energies. The ES emission
has a center energy of Emax = 1.874 eV and a FWHM of
43 meV at Pex = 6 × 10−2 W/cm2. For better visualization of
the transformation of the PL spectra we plot them normalized
to their maximum intensity, using a linear scale, see Fig. 2(b).

Figure 3(a) shows the emission intensity of the GS and ES
transitions as a function of the excitation power Pex. The data
for the two transitions are given only in the power ranges
where the emission lines can be clearly separated. At low
powers, before it saturates, the GS intensity rises linearly

FIG. 3. (a) PL peak intensity of GS (blue circles) and ES (red
circles) lines as a function of excitation density. Lines are inter-
polations of the data. (b) Shift of the PL maximum as a function
of excitation density from their positions at the lowest excitation
density. Color code is same as in (a). Solid lines are fits using
Eq. (1) with parameters P0 = 6 × 10−6 W/cm2, b = 0, and a = 4.3
and 2.2 meV for the GS and ES lines, respectively. Dashed line shows
the dependence for a QW structure with type-II band alignment with
a = 0 and b = 130 meV.

with Pex. At powers where the ES transition shows sufficient
intensity, its power density dependence is slightly superlinear
with an exponent of 1.3.

The GS and ES lines are attributed to the ground and
excited states in the QDs, respectively. The lines are broad
because of the dispersion in dot size, shape, and composi-
tion within the ensemble. Each QD in the ensemble has a
ground and a first excited state. For dome-shaped QDs with
approximately rotational symmetry about the growth axis, the
GS can host only two electrons with opposite spin due to
Pauli blocking. Additional carriers have to occupy the excited
states. This state can host four electrons, the number of which
is given by the (quasi-)degeneracy of states with orbital angu-
lar momentum component +1 and −1, besides the two spin
orientation possibilities.

This explains the higher emission intensity of the ES tran-
sition due to the twice larger density of states compared to
the GS as shown schematically in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the
dispersion of QD parameters is smaller for excited states due
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FIG. 4. Schematics for density of states in a QD ensemble. The
blue contour corresponds to the ground state with twofold spin de-
generacy and the red one to the first excited state, which is fourfold
degenerate, assuming perfect rotational symmetry. Note that the in-
tegral of the ES contour is twice as large as that for the GS.

to the larger extension of their wave functions into the WL
and barriers, reducing the sensitivity to the QD parameter dis-
persion. Indeed, we have shown in Ref. [30] that a narrowing
of the ground electronic states distribution in (In,Al)As/AlAs
QD ensembles takes place when decreasing the confinement
barrier by high temperature annealing. This difference in DOS
is a result of smaller FWHM.

The dependencies of the PL line shifts on the excitation
power density are shown in Fig. 3(b). Both dependencies are
well approximated by Eq. (1) with a = 4.3 and 2.2 meV
for the GS and ES lines, respectively. As it was expected
parameter a is smaller for the ES line with narrower DOS
distribution. For both lines b = 0, which allows us to conclude
that the studied (In,Al,Ga)As/(Al,Ga)As QDs have a type-I
band alignment. We show also in Fig. 3(b) by the dashed
line the dependence expected for a QW with type-II band
alignment.

To reveal the QD band structure (direct or indirect) in
momentum space we measured the PL dynamics. The spectra
recorded at different delays after the excitation pulse (td ) and
integrated within a fixed time window (tg) are shown in Fig. 5.
One can see that the ES line appears in the spectra right
after the laser pulse and dominates during times up to several
microseconds. The GS line appears with a delay of 3 μs and
becomes the strongest at subsequent PL decay times. Note that
the faster disappearance of the excited state is typical for the
PL dynamics in QDs.

The PL decays measured at various detection energies
are shown in Fig. 6. The data are plotted using a double-
logarithmic scale, which is convenient for presenting the
dynamics across a wide range of decay times and PL inten-
sities. In the spectral range of 1.740–1.890 eV the exciton
recombination dynamics have two distinctive stages: (i) a fast
decrease after the excitation pulse during 70 ns followed by

FIG. 5. Normalized PL spectra measured with different delays
after the excitation pulse td , using different integration time windows
tg at T = 1.9 K and excitation density of 3.2 × 10−3 W/cm2. From
top to bottom td (tg) is equal to 0 μs (20 ns), 0.5 μs (0.2 μs), 5 μs
(2 μs), 8 μs (3 μs), and 23 μs (9 μs). Dashed vertical lines mark the
energies of the GS (blue) and ES (red) PL lines taken from the cw
spectroscopy data. Arrows mark the energies of 1.823, 1.850, 1.873,
and 1.906 eV where the PL dynamics shown in Fig. 6 were measured.

(ii) a slower decay up to several tens of μs, which can be
described by a power-law function. However, for energies
above 1.890 eV the dynamics become faster. One can see that
at the energy of 1.906 eV (black line) the signal disappears
within 0.1 μs.

FIG. 6. PL dynamics measured at T = 1.9 K at detection ener-
gies of 1.823 (red), 1.850 (blue), 1.873 (green), and 1.906 eV (black).
PL excited by pulsed laser with a photon energy of 3.07 eV and
a pulse duration of 50 ps. The time resolution for PL dynamics
measurements was 0.8 ns.
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FIG. 7. Schematics for exciton dynamics in the QDs and wetting
layer. Horizontal arrows indicate exciton motion along the wetting
layer. Vertical arrows indicate nonradiative (NR) and radiative (R)
recombination.

The observed PL dynamics are typical for indirect band
gap QD and QW structures. The fast initial stage is a result
of multiexciton recombination, as shown in Ref. [4]. The
power-law PL dynamics is also inherent to ensembles of
indirect band gap QDs, as we demonstrated for various mate-
rials systems: (In,Al)As/AlAs [4], (In,Al)(As,Sb)/AlAs [31],
Ga(As,P)/GaP [32], and Ga(Sb,P)/GaP [33]. In this case the
nonexponential exciton PL dynamics are caused by the contri-
bution of excitons emitting at the same wavelength, but local-
ized in QDs with different radiative recombination times (due
to different sizes, shapes, and/or compositions) [4,34]. Thus,
we conclude that in the studied (In,Al,Ga)As/(Al,Ga)As QDs
the electrons involved in the optical transitions of both the
GS and ES lines are localized in the X minimum of the QD
conduction band.

It is interesting that the exciton states in the high-energy-
tail of the PL spectrum (1.906 eV) differ from those in the
spectral range of 1.740–1.890 eV. We will show below that
the PL at 1.906 eV originates from exciton recombination
in the wetting layer. The much faster recombination in the
wetting layer may arise from faster radiative exciton recom-
bination compared to QDs due to concentration of the wave
function inside the light cone, as well as from exciton motion
in the layer plane with subsequent capture into the QDs and/or
nonradiative recombination centers. The latter is typical for
Al-based heterostructures due to strong chemical reactivity for
Al that results in defects formation [29,35]. These findings in-
dicate a weak localization of the excitons due to the roughness
of the wetting layer heterointerface, which we schematically
illustrate in Fig. 7. This weak exciton localization is a result of
the relatively large WL thickness of about 7 monolayers com-
pared to about 1 monolayer thick WL in InAs/AlAs QDs [18].

B. Photoluminescence in magnetic field

External magnetic fields applied in the Faraday geometry
along the structure growth axis induce only small changes
of the unpolarized PL. Its intensity slightly increases, as one
can see in Fig. 8, and the recombination dynamics show no
changes in fields up to 6 T (not shown).

In magnetic field the exciton spin levels are split by the
Zeeman effect. The thermal population of these levels re-
sults in circular polarization of the exciton emission. This is

FIG. 8. Unpolarized PL spectra of the studied QDs measured at
B = 0 and 6 T for an excitation density of 6 × 10−2 W/cm2.

demonstrated in Fig. 9(a), where we show PL spectra mea-
sured for σ+ and σ− circular polarization in a magnetic field
of 6 T. The σ+ polarized component has a stronger intensity,
which means that the magnetic-field-induced degree of cir-
cular polarization Pc is positive. Unexpectedly, the DCP has
a significant spectral dependence. The polarization degree is
about 0.19 at the low-energy side of the spectrum, while it
is 0.35 at the high-energy side, as shown by the green line
in Fig. 9(a). This evidences that the high energy side of the
QDs emission band is contributed by states of different origin,
namely the emission comes from the wetting layer. A possible
reason of increase in polarization degree for the wetting layer
is an increasing of bright exciton g factor in this layer com-
paring with the g factor in QDs. The MW induced changes in
the optical spectra presented below give farther support for
this interpretation. In both spectral regions the polarization
degree increases monotonically with increasing the magnetic
field strength, see Fig. 9(b).

The positive DCP in the studied, nominally undoped QDs
allows us to exclude a possible contribution of negatively
charged excitons (trions) to the QD emission. Indeed, the sign
of negative trion DCP is determined by the sign of the heavy-
hole g factor ghh. We showed experimentally that ghh > 0
in (In,Al)As QDs, which results in a negative DCP for the
trions [36].

The electron g factor ge in the X valley is close to 2 and
positive. Below we measure it by means of ODMR and get
ge = 1.97. The exciton g factor gex is made up of the electron
and heavy-hole ones: gex = ghh − ge [37]. The measured Pc >

0 corresponds to gex < 0 [38–40]. Therefore, having a positive
value, ghh has to be smaller than ge.

C. Effect of microwave radiation and optically detected
magnetic resonance

We turn now to the effects induced by MW radiation with
a frequency of fMW = 59.7 GHz and a power of 100 mW.
We start with its effect on the emission intensity, which does
not exceed 1%, but nevertheless can be clearly detected. For
that we plot in Fig. 10(a) the spectral dependence of the nor-
malized difference of PL intensities measured with (IMW) and
without (I0) MW radiation: (IMW − I0)/I0. At zero magnetic
field MW-induced changes are visible for the whole PL band
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FIG. 9. Polarized PL in external magnetic fields measured at the
excitation density of 6 × 10−2 W/cm2. (a) σ+ (red line) and σ−

(blue line) circularly polarized spectra at B = 6 T. Green line shows
the spectral dependence of the polarization degree. (b) Polarization
degree at the energies of 1.894 (blue) and 1.840 eV (red), shown by
the arrows in (a), as a function of magnetic field.

with a pronounced increase at the high energy side around
1.90 eV. The PL amplitude decreases under MW radiation,
which we explain by an enhanced mobility of excitons and
carriers heated by nonresonant MW absorption. The effect is
stronger in the spectral range of the wetting layer from which
excitons can be captured into the QDs or by nonradiative
centers. In the dense QD ensemble the intensity decrease can
be explained by enhanced transfer to QDs with nonradiative
centers. This interpretation is confirmed by a strong decrease
of the MW effect in a magnetic field of 6 T, see the red
line in Fig. 10(a). It disappears for the QDs and is reduced
by a factor of 2 for the WL. We explain this behavior by
suppression of the exciton motion due to their enhanced local-
ization caused by shrinking of the wave function and reduced
tunneling [28,41–43]. The increase of the PL intensity in
magnetic field of 6 T shown in Fig. 8 is in line with this
explanation.

For the polarized emission in strong magnetic fields, e.g., at
4 T as shown in Fig. 10(c), the MW-induced changes coincide
for the σ+ and σ− circularly polarized spectra. From that we

FIG. 10. Spectral dependence of the normalized variation of PL
intensity under MW radiation with PMW = 100 mW. (a) Unpolarized
signals measured at B = 0 and 6 T. (b) Circularly polarized signals
at BR = 2.17 T. (c) Circularly polarized signals at B = 4 T. For
convenience, the PL spectrum is shown in all panels by the orange
area.

conclude that the effect at this field strength is dominated by
variation of the integral PL intensity, and not of the emission
polarization.

To have a comprehensive picture of the magnetic field
dependence for the polarized emission and also search for
spin resonances induced by the MW radiation, we present
two-dimensional plots of the MW-induced changes in Fig. 11.
Here the PL intensity is coded by colors (red for positive
changes and blue for negative ones) as a function of the
emission energy and the magnetic field varied from 0 up to
6 T. One clear resonance can be detected with the resonance
field at BR = 2.17 T. In resonance, the σ+ polarized intensity
decreases, while the σ− one increases, evidencing the DCP
decrease. The spectral dependence of these changes at BR =
2.17 T are shown in more detail in Fig. 10(b). Here, for the QD
emission (see, e.g., 1.84 eV), the changes in both polarizations
have very close absolute values. This means that the main
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FIG. 11. Microwave induced variation of the σ+ (a) and σ−

(b) circularly polarized PL intensity as a function of the magnetic
field. Each vertical line on the chart is a differential spectrum (PL
spectrum modified under microwave radiation minus unperturbed PL
spectrum) normalized on the unperturbed PL spectrum at a definite
magnetic field. The magnetic field is increased with a step of 20 mT.
Microwave radiation has a frequency fMW = 59.7 GHz and a power
of 100 mW. T = 1.9 K.

MW effect is a redistribution of the emission between the two
polarizations and an effect on the integral intensity is nearly
absent. On the other hand, for the WL emission at 1.90 eV,
the changes are asymmetric, showing that both effects are
contributed here.

The magnetic field dependence of the MW effect on the
polarization, namely the variation of Pc under MW radiation
measured at 1.84 eV, is shown in Fig. 12. The signal is zero at
zero magnetic field, where Pc = 0, but also in strong magnetic
fields exceeding 3.5 T. A very pronounced resonance with
slightly asymmetric shape is present in between. It can be
decomposed into three Lorentzians. Two of them are strong
and have the same resonant field BR = 2.17 ± 0.02 T, which
corresponds to a g factor of 1.97 ± 0.02. Note that the same
value was previously reported for electrons in the X valley of
the (In,Al)As/AlAs QDs [19,39]. The narrow (broad) reso-
nance has a full width at half maximum of 126 mT (670 mT).
The resonance field and width of these two contributions do
not change across the PL spectrum. It is interesting to note
that in (In,Al)As/AlAs QDs, which also have an indirect band
gap and a type-I band alignment, a much narrower ODMR
resonance of the X -valley electron with a width of 17 mT was
reported [19]. The strong broadening of the ODMR resonance
in the studied (In,Al,Ga)As/AlAs QDs is most probably re-
lated to a stronger �-X mixing, as these states have different
ge, but their energies are close to each other. The stronger
mixing is also evidenced by the considerably faster recom-
bination time of indirect excitons, compared to the dynamics

FIG. 12. ODMR signal in the circular polarization degree as a
function of magnetic field at the detection energy of 1.84 eV. Ex-
perimental data is shown by open circles, spectrum components are
indicated as color areas, cumulative fit is shown by the red line.

in (In,Al)As/AlAs QDs [19]. The presence of two resonances
for the X -valley electrons can be attributed to electrons resid-
ing in the ground state (narrow resonance shown by blue area
in Fig. 12) and excited states (broad resonance, green area) of
the QDs or in the wetting layer.

We cannot identify the origin of the weak resonance with
maximum at 1.31 T. It corresponds to a g-factor value of
3.26, which is too large for the values expected for the heavy

FIG. 13. Dynamics of the spin relaxation of the X -valley
electrons measured via modulation of the MW intensity. The instru-
mental time resolution of 5 ns is limited by the rising and falling
edges of the MW pulse.
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hole and also for the electron in the � valley, as both should
be be smaller than ge = 1.97. The signal can be tentatively
related to cyclotron resonance of the electrons with an effec-
tive cyclotron mass m∗

c = 0.61m0 in the wetting layer or the
barrier. This value of the cyclotron mass looks reasonable.
The electron effective mass in the X valley of (Al,Ga,In)As
alloy is not known. However, in binary alloys GaAs, InAs,
and AlAs the electron effective mass in the X valley is varied
in the range from 0.2m0 up to 1.0m0 depending on direction
of the electron momentum [26].

The MW induced changes of the PL intensity allow us to
measure the spin relaxation time of the X -valley electrons.
For that we detect the time evolution of the PL intensity
after switching off the MW radiation. The result is shown in
Fig. 13, where the PL dynamics at BR = 2.17 T are presented.
Fitting of these dynamics with a monoexponential function
gives us τ e

s = 600 ± 25 ns. The variation of the spin relaxation
time across the PL spectrum contour does not exceed level of
experimental error of 10%. Such long times are characteristic
for X -valley electrons in indirect QDs [7,10].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The energy level structure, exciton recombination, and spin
dynamics as well as ODMR have been studied for photoex-

cited electrons of (In,Al,Ga)As/(Al,Ga)As quantum dots. The
QDs have an indirect, type-I band alignment with the lowest
electron state of the QDs at the X minima of the conduction
band. The exciton states in the QDs and wetting layer can be
identified by measuring the time-resolved PL, magnetic field
induced circular polarization degree and PL intensity while
simultaneously applying microwave radiation. An ODMR res-
onance corresponding to a g factor of 1.97 ± 0.02 has been
identified, arising from the photoexcited electrons in the X
valley. Our study shows that the ODMR technique is valuable
for investigating QDs with indirect band gaps and long-living
excitons, and can be developed for application to the large
family of epitaxially and colloidally grown QDs.
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